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Abstract 
To be in the frontier in highly competitive and capital intensive businesses collaborative 
R&D-projects between companies and their customers have become important. Such projects 
expect to bring forth competitive advantages. However, previous studies indicate that there 
are difficulties in managing and evaluating collaborative R&D-projects. Therefore, the 
purpose with the paper is to increase the understanding about management and evaluations of 
values in collaborative R&D-projects. The present paper addresses the following questions: 1. 
How are collaborative R&D-projects managed? 2. What values are generated through the 
exchange between the companies? 3. How are collaborative R&D-projects evaluated?  
 
In this paper, we have conducted an exploratory single case study in the process industry, on a 
big Swedish company and one of their customers. The empirical findings are based on 
interviews, internal documents and publicly available information. Inductive patterns 
identified in the empirical material led to further analyses from the theoretical perspectives of 
Customer relationship management (CRM), Social exchange theory (SET) and Intellectual 
capital (IC).  
 
Findings from the study indicate that the company’s strategy for creating competitive 
advantages is to build up-on long-term customer relationships through the collaborative R&D-
projects. Management of, exchange of and values created through relationship are central for 
such a strategy. The careful management of customers is in accordance with the theory of 
CRM. The company’s focus on long-term relationships tended to influence the exchange in 
the R&D-project. The outcome of the project was negative, a failure. When evaluating the 
project focus was on measuring soft values instead of the hard values based on the negative 
output. The social exchange, central for the company’s management of the customer 
relationship that generated values in form of a relational capital, seemed more important than 
the economic exchange. The concluding remarks of this paper lead to a paradox. Companies’ 
long-term strategy of building relational capital for ensuring economic values tends to result 
in the neglecting of measuring hard economic values. This may in the long-run damage the 
customer relationship since the main purpose with the collaborative R&D-project is to 
generate competitive advantages in terms of economic values.   
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1. Interfirm Collaborations in R&D projects  

 

“Measurement is not separate from the activities they refer to but 

inherently part of an ongoing problematisation of the firm’s activities.” 

(Mouritsen, 2004, p.266) 

 

Interfirm collaboration has become very popular in recent years (Madhok & Tallman, 1998), 

because companies hope to learn and acquire things from each other that otherwise would not 

be available. Interfirm collaboration can be organized in many different forms, ranging from 

networks to strategic alliances to joint ventures to supplier- customer collaboration (Powell, 

Koput & Smith-Doerr, 1996). In this paper we explore one of the most common interfirm 

relationships (Knudsen, 2007) i.e. collaborative R&D-projects between supplier companies 

and their customers. Customer relationships are central in current management paradigms, 

and the general development in management discourse today is to focus on customers needs. 

(Cäker, 2007, Mouritsen, 1997).  

 

Interfirm collaborations in R&D projects have become important for companies to enhance 

competitiveness (Emden, Cantalone & Droge, 2006). In collaborative R&D-projects, 

companies and customers interact and work together for enforcing beneficial synergies e.g. in 

development of technologies, products, skills, and knowledge (Knudsen, 2007; Perks, 2000; 

Tunisni & Zanifei, 1998). Further, collaborative R&D-projects expect to decrease the costs 

and the risks connected to such projects (Perks, 2000; Powell et al, 1996). 

 

However, collaborative R&D-projects may not only be advantageous. A study by Knudsen 

(2007) indicates that customer involvement had a negative effect on innovation. Additional 

examples of potential negative aspects and/or outcomes identified are loss of competitive 

knowledge within companies, conflicts resulting from different cultures, expectations and 

objectives (Boddy, Macbeth & Wagner, 2000; Emden, et al, 2006). According to Madhok and 

Tallman (1998) collaborative projects is characterized by high rate of failure, despite that 

potential synergies are present. However, we do know that it is complex to manage and 

evaluate interfirm collaborative R&D-projects (e.g. Barns, Pashby, Gibbons, 2006; Madill, 

Haines & Riding, 2007; Seal, Cullen, Dunlop, Berry & Ahmed, 1999). Much of the literature 

on management and evaluation in interfirm relationships has a transaction cost perspective 
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(TEC) or a resource-based perspective (RBV) (e.g. Mowery, Oxley & Silverman, 1998; Seal, 

et al., 1999), or a combination of both perspectives (Madhok & Tallman, 1998). Our primary 

objective is not to criticise this kind of theory. But we argue that the high failure rate in 

interfirm collaborations can depend on, the solely focus of financial exchange (i.e. in form of 

reduced costs). We argue that the relationship between the companies needs to be taken in to 

account when developing management techniques and performance measurements. We 

propose that both financial and non-financial resources should be managed and evaluated in 

collaborative R&D-projects between suppliers and customers.  

 

More companies chose to work in interfirm collaborative projects (Emden et al., 2006), which 

make it important to understand how to manage and evaluate such projects. We claim, in 

accordance with Barns et al (2002) that by ”the substantial investment currently being made 

in collaborative R&D-projects, it is clearly important to ensure that the project is managed 

effectively, and the benefit achieved maximised”. 

 

Our study aims to increase the understanding about management and evaluation in 

collaborative R&D-projects. This is accomplished through; first, we develop a conceptual 

model on management and evaluation in collaborative R&D-projects. Second, based on the 

model we discuss consequences and implications of management and evaluations.   

 

Focus is on three central questions identified in the empirical material. The questions are as 

follows; 

1. How are collaborative R&D-projects managed?  

2. What values are generated through the exchange between the companies?  

3. How are collaborative R&D-projects evaluated?  

 

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we describe the applied method and research 

approach. In section 3 the theoretical perspectives in this study is presented and the section 

ends with a conceptual model based on the three perspectives. This model is hereafter 

analysed, in section 4, in connection to the pilot case study. Section 5 presents the conclusions 

and implications of the study findings. Then the paper ends with suggestions of future 

research. 
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2 Method and research approach  

2.1 Case study approach 

In order to increase the understanding of management and evaluation in collaborative R&D-

projects an exploratory single pilot case study was conducted. The study is a qualitative, 

interpretive study (Boland, 2005). The selected case is based on a collaborative R&D-project 

between a big Swedish company and one of their foreign customers. The case is connected to 

the mining sector of the process industry, a sector where high involvement in each others 

processes are common, between customers and suppliers. The aim with the collaborative 

project was to accomplish product development of an existing product. The product was an 

iron pellet that was changed in order to better suite the customers needs. The collaborative 

R&D-project was part of an ongoing collaboration between the two companies.     

2.2 Data collection and analysis 

Criterions used for selection of case were; 1.) that the companies in the collaborative R&D-

project were involved at a high degree in each others processes and, 2.) that we could get 

access to the entire project group. In this way, we could get insights into the views of all 

parties involved. Hence, our study included both the supplier and the customer companies’ 

view. The sampling strategy used for selecting the actors, in the pilot case study, is called 

snowball or chain (Miles & Huberman, 1994). People with a central role in the project were 

identified and selected through discussions with the project leader. The aim was to find 

knowledgeable, reliable and accurate actors (Miles & Huberman, 1994) for the collaborative 

R&D-project (se also Siggelkow, 2007). The empirical findings are foremost based on sex 

interviews lasting 60-80 minutes. It is also to limited extent based on internal documents and 

publicly available information.  

 

The case study is analysed in accordance with an abductive method where we through an 

iterative process went “back and forth between the empirical material and theory” (Arbnor & 

Bjerke,1994; Dubois & Gadde, 2002).The main unit of analysis in the pilot case study was the 

collaborative R&D-project. The project as a unit of analysis has several advantages for 

understanding how to manage and evaluate interfirm collaborative R&D-projects. For 

example projects are easy to identify, they often have pre-specified objectives, and some kind 

of measurable output, which make them an interesting unit of analysis. The second research 

question in our study addressed, what values were generated through the exchange between 
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the companies, were analyses at the firm level. Hence, the case study design selected is 

therefore an embedded case study design (Yin, 2003).    

 

The interviews were recorded on tape, shortly afterwards transcribed and then inductively 

content analyzed in accordance to Miles and Hubermans (1994) guidelines. Both authors 

coded the transcribed interviews, independently. Where differences in interpretation existed 

we discussed and jointly interpreted these parts until agreement was achieved. The first step in 

the analysis was to read the interviews and write notes in the margin. The next step was to 

inductively identify the research questions in the empirical material. There after, four themes 

were identified in the empirical material; management, evaluation, exchange and capital. The 

relationship aspects appeared to be a central part of the empirical material, which lead us 

further to the combination of the three theoretical perspectives; customer relationship 

management (CRM), social exchange theory (SET) and intellectual capital (IC), which 

resulted in a framework for managing and evaluating the collaborative R&D-project between 

the company and its customer. In the next section the three theoretical perspectives are 

explained and arguments are given to why these perspectives are selected in front of others.    

 

The pilot single case study is used in this paper to illustrate and strengthen our conceptual 

arguments. Case quotations are used as illustrative examples (Sigglekow, 2007) of the 

empirical findings in forthcoming section, results and analysis.  

 

2.3 Trustworthiness of the results   

The exploratory nature of our study and the use of a single case design indicate that caution is 

necessary in the interpretation of the results. In this paper we used the pilot case to illustrate 

of our conceptual model. Yet, some aspects were conducted to establish trustworthiness. 

Miles and Huberman (1994) and Yin (2003) list a number of examples for achieving 

trustworthiness. We have taken their advice in to consideration and for instance, used multiple 

sources of evidence and focused on ensuring consistency among the actors’ taped responses, 

the codes we assigned, and the themes we developed. Further, we tried to establish a 

trustworthy atmosphere, when interviewing the actors and chose actors from different levels 

and companies in the collaborative R&D-project. Consistent to the explorative nature of the 

study, we don’t claim external validity; this can only be reached by future empirical work 

(Yin, 2003).  
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3 Managing relationships and exchange - generating values for 

measurement 

3.1 The relationship between the supplier and the customer 

According to our empirical findings relationship between the supplier and the customer 

appeared to be central for understanding management and evaluations in the collaborative 

R&D-project. Much of the previous literature on interfirm collaborations has applied TEC 

(Seal, et al., 1999), RBV (Chen, Paulraj & Lado, 2004; Mowery, Oxley, Silverman, 1998), or 

a combination of the two perspectives (e.g. Madhok & Tallman, 1998). Neither of these 

theories consider the relationship aspect. The incentive to collaborate with an external partner, 

according to the TEC, is the management of transactions in an efficient manner, through the 

least cost (Madhok & Tallman, 1998). In the RBV literature the incentive to collaborate is the 

possibility to acquire resources and skills which increase the individual company’s 

competitive advantage (Penrose, 1959; Barney 1991). The three perspectives of CRM, SET 

and IC all consider the relationship aspects and are thus chosen for further considerations. 

Relations are managed and resources allocated towards different kinds of exchange and this 

contributes to the development of values to be evaluated. Our aim with this paper is not to 

criticise TEC and RBV, instead we would like to address complementary perspectives. This 

study contributes by 1.) using fairly unacquainted theoretical areas for understanding 

collaborative R&D-projects and by 2.) developing a framework by mixing the three areas. 

Below, we consider and connect each one of the perspectives to collaborative R&D-projects. 

We also develop a tentative model, linking the perspectives together. 

3.2 Customer relationship management  

CRM focuses on managing the relationship between a company and its customers as a key to 

success (Gebert, Geib, Kolbe & Brenner, 2003), in this case managing industrial supplier-

customer relationships in collaborative R&D-projects (See e.g. Dwyer, Schurr, and Oh 1987). 

Parvatiyar and Sheth (2001, p.5) describe CRM as a “comprehensive strategy and process of 

acquiring, retaining and partnering with selective customers to create superior value for the 

company and the customer.” The concept is in earlier studies considered in terms of a 

business process (Galbreath & Rogers, 1999; Srivastava, Tasadduq & Fahey, 1999), a 

business strategy (Fayerman, 2002) and as a way of allocating resources to support business 
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activities in order to gain competitive advantages (Gebert, et al., 2003; Kotorov, 2003; 

Reinartz & Kumar, 2003).  

 

In this paper, we focus on management and strategy, two common areas in the CRM literature 

(Ngai, 2005). The customer relationship management in the collaborative R&D-project will 

be further discussed and analyzed in terms of the dimensions of 1.) relationship businesses 

strategy and 2.) transactional businesses strategy (See Figure 1). Relationship business 

strategies focus on managing relations while the transaction business strategy focuses on 

managing transactions. (Turnbull & Moustakatos, 1996a & b; Gummesson, 2004). The 

business strategies are here seen as two ends of a scale where both strategies may be applied 

to different degrees. 

 

Separate and integrated functions of marketing, sales, customer service and supply-chain are 

often considered in the CRM-literature for achieving goals set by the suppliers and customers. 

Companies’ performance is predominantly influenced by the underlying supply of knowledge 

on products markets and customers (Gebert, et al., 2003). For adjusting changes in accordance 

with customers needs a strong integration of businesses that involve customers is needed. 

“Knowledge for, from and about companies tend to be central in the management of customer 

relationships. Such knowledge from customers are often generated through the R&D-

function.” (Gebert, et al., 2003, p. 115) Marketing, sales, customer service and supply-chain 

are often considered when adjusting to customers needs (Gebert, et al., 2003). The present 

paper contributes by considering a fifth function, i.e. the R&D-function.  

 

Kincaid (2003, p.41) point on the aim to “manage the customers relationships with the 

customer across the whole customer life-cycle.” Earlier studies show that CRM is used to 

exploit customer information in an effort to increase loyalty and build up long-term 

relationships. (Ngai, 2005) For building such relationships it appears necessary to serve each 

customer in his/her preferred way (Gebert, et al., 2003). According to the CRM literature, the 

relationships are expected to result in “commitment to long-term mutually beneficial 

collaboration and to values generated through such relationships (Morris, Brunyee and Page 

(1998) p.361). The core of CRM is the concept of “dual creation of value”. In this paper a 

further look is taken on strategies for and management of the dual value-creation.  
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3.3 Social exchange theory  

In order to understand both physical and mere social aspects of exchange taking place 

between suppliers and customers in collaborative R&D-projects we use SET. Studies in the 

context of supplier-customer relationship such as one by Kingshott (2006) and as the present 

study are asked for in the SET literature. Cropanzo & Mitchell (2005) state the importance on 

further research on exchange through relations with outsiders and among groups. A few 

studies on interfirm relationships have addressed both TEC and relational concepts (e.g. Chen, 

et al., 2004; Kamminga & Van der Meer-Kooistra, 2007; Seal et al., 1999). Trust is one 

relational concept that has received attention in those studies. According to Sako (1992) there 

are three different types of trust in interfirm relations.  First, is contractual trust which means 

that the companies keep their promises and there may or may not be written agreements. 

Secondly, competence trust involve that the companies fulfil their obligations to one another. 

Third, goodwill trust allows discretion beyond contractual and competence trust, implying a 

more open commitment. Barns et al (2006) who have studied a collaborative R&D-project 

between the industry and the academy also stress the importance of trust and personal 

relationships for successful projects. Kamminga and Van der Meer-Kooistra (2007) has also 

pointed out that personal relationships are facilitators in these projects.    

 

According to Chen et al. (2004) when a company has a relationship orientation (instead of a 

transaction cost perspective) they are more likely to focus on exchange in form of knowledge 

development. Molm (1994) argues that “An exchange requires a bi-directional exchange – 

something has to be given and something has to be returned.” i.e. a dual exchange of values 

take place. In collaborative R&D-projects companies hope to learn and acquire things from 

each other that otherwise would not be available. According to the literature on collaboration 

between suppliers and customers, the collaboration helps both companies to reduce 

uncertainty e.g. in form of risks and costs (Perks, 2000), to build new competencies, to access 

complementary assets and skills, to enhance organizational learning, and to adopt new 

technologies (Knudsen, 2007; Tunisni & Zanifei, 1998).  

 

SET divides exchange into social exchange and economic exchange (See Figure 1) (Blau 

1964; Homans 1961; Molm 1994). Furthermore, characteristics of exchange may be of both 

financial and non-financial character. Soft exchange includes for instance symbolic values, 

such as approval and prestige (Homans, 1958). These two dimensions also agree with 
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exchange discussed in the literature on collaborative projects were financial exchange e.g. 

refer to reduced costs (Perks, 2000) and the non-financial e.g. to knowledge transfer, learning 

and a source of technological innovation (Tunisini & Zanfei, 1998).  

 

The relationship influences the type of the exchange and building of relationships is a central 

part of the SET (Blau, 1964). Cropanzano and Mitchell (2005; p.890) articulate the central 

essence of SET as follows “Social exchange comprises action contingent on the rewarding 

reaction of others, which over time provide for mutually and rewarding transactions and 

relationships”. To assure for future exchange guidelines encompassing rules and norms for 

the exchange typically develops (Cropanzo & Mitchell, 2005). “One of the basic tenets of 

SET is that relationships evolve over time into trusting, loyal and mutual commitment.” 

(Cropanzo & Mitchell, 2005, p. 890) Kingshott (2006) found in accordance with SET that 

trust and commitment are essential aspects in developing and maintaining supplier-customer 

relationships. Interdependency between the parties tend to progress over time (Molm 1994).  

 

Exchange is in accordance with Cropanzano and Mitchell’s (2005) conceptual model of social 

exchanges divided into 1.) transactions, i.e. content of the exchange and 2.) type of 

relationships, i.e. context for exchange (See Figure 1). Different things may be exchanged in 

different ways. Furthermore, the transactions are categorized into 1.) economic exchange and 

2.) social exchange. The type of relationship is also divided into 1.) economic exchange and 

2.) social exchange. 

  

3.4 Intellectual capital (IC)  

Empirical findings in the collaborative R&D-project point out that the supplier and customer 

relationship is central in the companies generating of values. In accordance with literature on 

IC, values created through external relationships refer to “relational capital”  (Sveiby, 1997; 

Bueno, 1998). The relationship capital considered in the present study is customer capital 

generated through the suppliers’ relationship with the customer. (Bontis, 1998; Edvinsson & 

Malone 1997; & Stewart, 1997). Customer capital is e.g. knowledge embedded in 

relationships external to the supplier organization. 

 

Intellectual capital is according to Mouritsen, (1997) considered as “[a]n “integrative” 

device where the future is constructed, and made an asset.” Such capital has typically been 
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connected to intangible aspects, characterized as foremost being of soft non-financial and 

intangible character (Petty and Guthrie, 2000) However, customer capital is indirectly 

connected to generating financial values and businesses. (Bontis, 1998) Intangible assets are 

connected to generation of current and future values that assure for future performance (Roos, 

Roos, Dragonetti, and Edvinsson 1997). Relational capital is also used strategically by 

organizations e.g. to create and use knowledge to enhance firm value (Roos & Roos, 1997). 

The present paper is in line with Mouritsen (1997) who state the importance of making the 

relational capital of invisible character more visible and transparent, possible to change. 

 

Intellectual capital may be considered in terms of input, processes and of output.  According 

to Bontis (1998) “[e]xamining the processes underlying intellectual capital development may 

be of more importance than ever finding out what it all is worth” We argue in line with 

Mouritsen (1997) that numbers as such do not say much, one need to know the purpose with 

the measurement to know what they mean. Measures and usage of measures are seen as a 

continuously process.  Mouritsen (1997 pp. 257) considers measurement of intellectual capital 

as “[a]n input that starts action rather than a conclusion that stops action.”  This view may 

be seen as a continuous process of generating values through the relations. According to a 

review by Petty and Guthrie (2000) IC research is divided into two fields i.e. 1.) management 

and creating of IC, and 2.) increasing the understanding of measurements. The present study 

contributes through combining these two fields and considers both the process of management 

and creating of values and the measurement of values created. The present paper is in line 

with Mouritsen’s (1997) suggestion of connection intellectual capital to aspects such as 

strategy, business models, activities and indicators.  

 

The relational capital is difficult to develop and to control since the supplier is dependent on 

the external customer for generating values. There are also difficulties in measuring such 

capital it is e.g. difficult to put an exact value knowledge embedded in the capital. Though, 

the relational capital becomes more valuable as the relationship goes on, possible parameters 

to measure are longlivity and volume. (Bontis, 1998)  

 

3.5. A conceptual model based on synergies among CRM, SET and IC 
 
In this section we develop a conceptual model on synergies between the relationships 

orientated theoretical areas of CRM, SET and IC connected to management and evaluation of 
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collaborative work. (See figure 1). All three areas are related to strategies for enhancing 

values in order to gain competitive advantages. The areas are in this paper seen as forming a 

value chain where customers are managed through relationships and transactions (CRM) for a 

beneficial exchange of social and economic character (SET) to accomplish hard financial 

values and soft non-financial. The areas of CRM and SET foremost focuses on processes 

while IC foremost focuses on the outcome, such as capital generated. However, we argue for 

that management and exchange aims to generate values and processes need to be known for 

understanding values generated.   

 

The main focus in this paper is on management by the supplier (CRM), exchange between the 

supplier and the customer (SET) and generation of values that are beneficial for both parties 

(IC).  Central mechanisms connected to the relationship are identified for all three theoretical 

areas. Relations develop through time and the collaboration in the project also changes in 

terms of e.g. management, exchange and generation of values changes. The supplier and the 

customer get to know each other through the dual and mutual collaboration, they develop 

rules and norms for the shared game and they also develop trust. Future exchange and values 

to be created are typically based on the historical track-record of exchange. A life-long 

relationship tends to be favored for generating values. The conceptual model is based on 

interdependency between the supplier and the customer. 
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Figure 1 The conceptual analysis model  

Theoretical area / 

Key characteristics 
 

CRM SET IC 

Strategy 
Strategies for customer 
relationship management:  
 
Business strategy: 
- Relationship business 
strategy  
 
- Transaction business 
strategy 

 
 

Strategies for exchange:  
 
 
Dimension of exchange: 
 
-Economic exchange 
- Social exchange 
 
 

Strategic use of relational 
capital: 
 
Dimensions of values:  
 
Soft values  
-Non-financial values 
-Intangible assets 
 
“Hard values”  
- Financial values 
-Tangible assets 
 

Management 
Management of customer 
relationships: 
- Relationship Management 
-  
- Transaction Management 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus on process and output 

Management of exchange in 
relationships: 
Exchange focus: 
- Economic exchange 
- Social exchange 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Focus on process and output  

Management of relational 
capital: 
 
Capital focus  
Dimensions of values: 
 
Soft values 
-Non-financial values 
-Intangible assets 
 
“Hard values”  
- Financial values 
-Tangible assets 
 
Focus on process and output 

Central 
Mechanisms in the 
collaborative 
project 
 

- Dual creation of value 
- Trust based 
- Relationship develop over 

time 
- Interdependency 

- Dual exchange of values 
- Trust based 
- Commitment 
- Rules and norms 
- -Exchange develop over 

time 
- Interdependency 

- Dual creation of capital 
- Trust based 
- Values develop over time 
- Interdependency 

Evaluation 
Evaluation of: 
 

- Relationship 
- Transactions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evaluation of: 
 
Content of exchange: 
- Economic  
- Social 
 
 
Context of exchange 
-Economic 
-Social 

Evaluation of: 
 
Soft values:  
 
-Non-financial 
-Intangible assets 
 
“Hard values” 
-Financial capital 
-Tangible assets 
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4 Analyses and Results  

The conceptualisation of the management and evaluation, Figure 1, in collaborative R&D-

projects are here further analysed and illustrated through the empirical case in connection to 

the three identified questions. The first question “How is the collaborative R&D-projects 

managed?” is connected to CRM. Question two “What values are generated through the 

exchange between the companies?” is connected to SET & capital generated. The final 

question on “How are collaborative R&D-projects evaluated?” refers to the evaluation of the 

management (CRM), the exchange (SET) and the capital generated (e.g. IC). The main 

purpose of the excerpts is to introduce the reader to how we reached our conclusions and to 

facilitate the reader’s learning process. Reference to literature is also made to help explain and 

develop our findings.  

 

4.1 How are the collaborative R&D-projects managed?  

Categorization of businesses into relationship businesses and transactional businesses, in 

accordance with the CRM literature are here used in order to increase the understanding about 

management of the present collaborative R&D-project (Turnbull & Moustakatos, 1996a & b, 

Gummesson, 2004).  

 

Management strategies applied by the supplier 

Management strategies applied by the supplier are here considered in order to understand the 

circumstances for the R&D-project. The supplier is today a small actor, standing for 4 % of 

the world market in their sector. Their future goal is to reach 25% of the market through using 

a relationship strategy where long-term relationships with customers are central. Close 

relationships based on mutual benefits are important to attract new customers and to retain old 

ones i.e. for reaching the goals. A major part of the supplier company’s strategy is to make the 

customers satisfied and to gain and maintain beneficial relations with customers, i.e. applying 

a relationship based strategy. However, the overall strategy aims to e.g. improve the suppliers’ 

profitability and share of transactions on the market. This can be illustrated in the following 

quotation: 

 

“One part of our strategy is to develop long-term relationships with our 

clients and this is the main assistance to exploit such relations. To 

together with the customer, develop the total process to be able to 
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diminish the total costs jointly and through this earn more money. Then 

you can use a catchphrase as win-win-situation”.  

 

The supplier company put great efforts in adjusting products to the customers’ needs. A 

relationship based strategy including product development in close connection to their 

national and international customers is typically used. The transactional part of the strategy 

for instance, refers to the accomplishment of the physical product development. This is 

illustrated in the quotations below. 

 

“We haven’t got so many customers, which mean that we can’t afford 

losing any of them. Each relationship to our customers is extremely 

important for us. We saw this project as an opportunity to work together 

with one customer”. 

 

 “In the company, we have had a desire to become more customers 

focused and to design a product that better meet the customers’ needs”.  

 

Management of the collaborative R&D project 

Management of the particular collaborative R&D-project is now considered. Both relations 

and transactions are for instance managed through formal contracts as illustrated in the 

quotations below.  

 

“By making a contract with the customer, that stipulated how the 

costs should be divided and how the risks should be managed, we 

ensured that we didn’t harm the relationship to the customer”.  

 

“We discussed how the project should be managed financially and 

how risk could be divided between the companies. We created a 

contract that stipulated that, and then we started the collaboration 

project”.  

 

Relations are managed through establishment of a beneficial atmosphere based on openness, 

consensus, and freedom in the operative work. This is illustrated in the quotations below. 
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“We demanded that there should bee open books in the collaboration 

project”.  

 

”We all agreed about the decisions before we went further. This was 

special way of working, one is used to that it is a project leader that 

manage the project and not a group of people. We decided to work 

this way, when there were different companies involved in the 

project.”   

 

“We got to know the projects frames and then we hade the freedom of 

choosing how to conduct the operative work within the frames.”  

 

It can be concluded that the collaborative R&D-project is managed in accordance with both a 

relationship strategy and a transactional strategy. Both relations and transactions are managed 

in the project. However, there tend to be an emphasis on the relationship strategy. 

 

4.2 What values are generated through the exchange between the 
companies?  

Values generated are here further analysed and illustrated in terms of the exchange taking 

place and generated in terms of capital, see Figure 1. The exchange taking place in the 

collaborative R&D-project is considered in terms of Cropanzano and Mitchell’s (2005) 

concepts of 1. Context for exchange and, 2. Content of exchange. Both context and content 

are connected to aspects of social and economic exchange. The capital generated through the 

collaborations is considered in terms of hard financial- and soft non-financial capital such as 

relational capital (See e.g. the review by Petty & Guthrie, 2000). 

 

The collaborative R&D-project is performed within a relationship based context where the 

supplier and the customer work close together. Though, the content of the exchange tends to 

be of both transactional and relational character. Moreover the transactions are of both 

financial and non-financial character. Transactions of hard financial character are tangible in 

nature and examples of such are e.g. salaries for own employees working in the project and 

investments of money. The parties also share the financial risks embedded in the project. It is 
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particularly important for the supplier company operating in a capital intensive and mature 

market, to decrease costs and become more effective.  

 

Knowledge transaction is, according to findings in the present paper, a central part of the soft 

non-financial exchange taking place in the collaborative R&D-project. Such transactions are 

of a more intangible character. These findings are in accordance with a study by Tunisini and 

Zanfei (1998) where customer-supplier collaboration was important for knowledge creation. 

There was a need by the supplier and the customer in the present project to discuss with one 

another to understand the highly complex technical information based on calculations. The 

transactions led to increased knowledge. Knowledge transactions are illustrated in the 

quotations below.  

 

“It [the collaborative R&D-project] was an opportunity to learn a lot of 

our customer’s processes and their needs that we could use later. This is 

really how we would like to work with our customers to create better 

and stronger relations”.  

 

“The opportunity with [a collaborative project] is that one learn a lot of the 

suppliers processes and you get to know the background of the product.” 

 

The close relations appear to be important for this collaborative R&D-project and this is in 

accordance to Barns et al (2006) and Kamminga and Van der Mee-Kooistra (2007). The 

relationship between the two parties is based on a long-term relationship. The supplier and the 

customer have worked together in several previous collaborative R&D-projects and the 

relations have constantly improved. As illustrated in the quotation below, lifetime of the 

collaboration influence how exchange and values are perceived. . The focus with the project 

from a SET perspective is to build a long-term relationship and to establish commitment 

between the companies (Cropanzo & Mitchell, 2005, p. 890). Social aspects appear to be 

central when considering the content of the exchange. Trust has developed throughout the 

relationships and the parties are sensitive to each other’s situation in their evaluation.  Trust 

indicates to be a form of control mechanism in the collaboration. These findings indicate that 

the higher the degree of trust among the collaborating parties the less formalised is the 

management. Implications from the development of the relationship are further illustrated in 

the quotations below.  
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The customer thought the project went well. And he said;  

 

“I know these people pretty well and I am used to work with them.” It is 

really important [in these projects] that one can trust each other and 

listen to one another”   

 

There were some delays in the project, and it didn’t start on time.  

 

“This was not a problem because we hade a good understanding of each 

other situation and there was trust among the persons.” 

 

The capital generated through the collaborative R&D-project is both of financial and non-

financial character. Costs applied for the product development are shared and reduced through 

the collaboration. Profitability is in a long-term perspective expected to increase through the 

project. Improvement of long-term relationships is connected to the development of relational 

capital of non-financial character. Barns et al (2006) argues that strong collaboration is based 

on strong personal and organizational relationships, as is the case in this collaborative R&D-

project.  

4.3 How are collaborative R&D-projects evaluated?  

How are thus collaborative R&D-projects evaluated? The measurement and the evaluations of 

the present R&D-projects tend to be more relationship oriented than transaction oriented.  

 

The collaborating parties had high expectations on outcome of the project supposed to lead to 

product development and cost reductions for the customer. However, real outcome diverged 

from the expected outcome. The product development failed, no direct cost reduction could be 

achieved. Future financial values are difficult to evaluate, and thus particularly in R&D-

projects where the knowledge about cause and effect not is clear. The quotations below 

illustrate the gap between the expected and the real outcome.  

 

“When interpreting the results of the project, we were too positive. It is 

easy to be, when one believe and hope that this is the right way to do it.”  
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“The project was not a technological success since the additives of the 

product fell off.”  

 

“The customer was very positive and his voice carry great weight, we 

didn’t want to tell him that he was wrong”. 

 

“The result of the project didn’t turn out the way we hoped. This was not 

a big problem, when the customer had been involved in the process. 

Then he couldn’t blame us for the bad result.”  

 

The evaluation of the project is influenced by the suppliers nurturing and retaining of the 

relationship, i.e. keeping the customer committed to future exchange. It is also connected to 

the supplier’s reputational concerns. Risks were shared between the parties and both parties 

were perceived as equally responsible, no one could blame the other.  

 

 

Amazingly, the evaluation of the project were described as a success as illustrated in the 

quotation below. The success is connected to the process based relationship and the social 

exchange taking place. Evaluations were for instance connected to teamwork by the 

participants who knew and understood each other well. Success is also connected to the 

process based transactions between the parties. This success refers to the management of the 

project and the formalised plans developed through earlier experiences of collaborations.  

 

“I still think that the process of the project was a success. We agreed 

most of the time and there weren’t any problems.” The previous 

experience from earlier collaboration projects made it possible to plan 

the project, we knew what to do, we also knew what to look after, and 

what to compare with.  
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4.4 The revised model of management and exchange in collaborative 
R&D-projects 
 

A revised model on Collaborative R&D-project based on the analyses above is presented in 

Figure 2.  The main strategic focus connected to CRM tends to be on a relationship business 

strategy, though focus is also to a minor extent on a transaction business strategy. The 

strategic focus regarding exchange (SET) is on both economic and social exchange and the 

value creation connected to the relationship capital (IC) refer to both soft and hard values. 

Soft values are expected to be used strategically for developing hard values. Both relationship 

and transactions (CRM) are managed in the collaborative project where exchange of both 

social and economic values (SET) takes place. Soft and hard capital is managed in the project 

(IC). 

 

Some central mechanisms in management of collaborative R&D-projects are identified. The 

project is formalised through formal control aspects of transactions e.g. through plans, rules 

and legal contracts. There are also informal control aspects such as norms and trust between 

the parties. The collaborative R&D-work tends to change as relations develop and so do also 

management, exchange and values generated. Long term relations are beneficial and also 

preferred. Collaborative work are here highly connected to relationship aspects such as 

interdependency between the parties, trust, commitment, and dual and mutual work for 

accomplishing dual and mutual values. 

 

It can be concluded that emphasise of evaluations are on the process rather than on the 

outcome,  on relationships rather than on transactions, on social exchange rather than on 

economic exchange and on soft non-financial aspects of intangible nature than on hard 

financial aspects of tangible nature.  

 

It can be concluded that there are some gaps between the management and the evaluations in 

collaborative R&D-project.  Evaluations of collaborative R&D-projects tend to be ambiguous 

and some factors causing this ambiguity are identified in the final column below. 
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Theoretical 
areas / Key 
characteristics 

CRM SET IC 

Strategy Strategies for customer 
relationship 
management: 
Business strategy: 
-Relationship business 
strategy 
-Transaction business 
strategy 

Strategies for exchange  
 
 
Dimensions of exchange: 
- Economic exchange 
- Social exchange 

Strategic use of 
relational capital 
 
Dimensions of values: 
Soft values: 
-Non-financial values 
- Intangible assets 
 
“Hard” values 
- Financial values 
- Tangible assets 

Management Management of 
customer relationships: 

 
Management focus: 
- Relationship 

management 
- Transaction 

management  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Focus on process and 
output 

Management of 
exchange in 
relationships 
 
Exchange focus: 
-Economic exchange 
-Social exchange 
 
 
 
 
Change exchange over 
time as relation develops. 
 
 
 
Focus on process and 
output. 

Management of 
relational capital 
 
 
Capital focus: 
 
Dimensions of values: 
Soft values: 
-Non-financial values 
- Intangible assets 
 
“Hard” values 
- Financial values 
- Tangible assets  
 
 
Focus on process and 
output. 
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Central 
mechanisms in 
management of 
collaborative 
R&D-project 

Management control aspects 
- Formal regulations of transactions through: plans, rules and legal contracts 
- Informal regulation of relationship through norms and trust. 
 
Contextual aspect: 
Change in management, exchange and values generated through collaborative work 
over time as relation develops. 

 
Relationship based aspects 
- Interdependency 
- Trust  
- Commitment 
- Performed dually and mutually for dual and mutual benefits 

Evaluations  
Evaluation of: 
 

- Relationship 
- Transactions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Evaluation of: 
 
Content of exchange: 
- Economic  
- Social 
 
Context of exchange 
-Economic 
-Social 

Evaluation of : 
 
Soft values: 
-Non-financial values 
- Intangible assets 
 
“Hard” values 
- Financial values 
- Tangible assets 

Characteristics 
of evaluation  

Evaluation of process focused on rather than output 

 
Figur 2 A revised model on management and evaluation in collaborative R&D-projects 

5. Conclusion and implication  

5.1 Summary and conclusions 

In this paper we have focused on the most common interfirm relationships (Knudsen, 2007) 

i.e. collaborative R&D-projects between supplier companies and their customers. Interfirm 

relationships have become an important area of research in the present management literature. 

Previous studies have concluded that it is complex to manage and evaluate collaborative 

R&D-projects and that these projects have a high rate of failure. Many of the previous studies 

have hade a TEC or a RBV perspective. We argue that other perspectives that stress the 

importance to focus on the relationship between the companies are more suited in interfirm 

collaborations. We have used CRM, SET and IC, because they all address relational issues, to 

increase the understanding of management and evaluation in collaborative R&D-projects. Our 

aim with this paper is two-folded; to develop a conceptual model on management and 

evaluation in collaborative R&D-projects and to discuss consequences and implications of 

management and evaluations. An abductive method is used in this paper. First we identified 

the research questions in the empirical material. Then we proposed a conceptual model that 
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can provide a better insight into how to manage and evaluate collaborative R&D-projects by 

integrating the theoretical perspectives; CRM, SET and IC. The model also contributes to 

explain how values can be created in collaborative R&D-projects. Finally, in order to see 

whether the conceptual model makes sense in practice, we conducted an explorative single 

case study. The findings of the case study supported our theoretical model. 

 

Findings from the study indicate that the company’s strategy for creating competitive 

advantages is to build up long-term customer relationships through the collaborative R&D-

projects. The main strategic focus seemed to be on relational business strategy. The exchange 

between the companies was a combination of economic and social exchange. The creation of 

values in the collaborative R&D-project was a combination of soft and hard values. The soft 

values are expected to be used strategically to evolve hard values.  

 

Two types of control mechanisms were identified for collaborative R&D-projects, formal and 

informal control mechanisms. Formal control mechanisms like plans, rules and contracts 

created the frames of the collaboration and reduced uncertainties between the companies. 

Informal control mechanisms like trust and norms were also used to manage the project.     

 

Based on our conceptual model and the findings in the pilot study we can conclude that the 

emphasis of the evaluation were on the process rather than on the outcome, on the process 

rather than on the outcome, on relationships rather than on transactions, on social exchange 

rather than on economic exchange and on soft non-financial aspects of intangible nature than 

on hard financial aspects of tangible nature.  

 

Overall, our study indicates that there is a paradox when managing and evaluating long-term 

relationships. Findings from the study show, that there might be a risk in building long-term 

relationships with the customer. This is the case if the evaluation always focuses on the 

process rather on the output. This can lead to neglecting short term profits and therefore in the 

end also harm the relationship to the customer.Consistent with the exploratory nature of the 

study, caution when interpreting the results is necessary but theoretical generalisations can be 

made (Yin, 2003). To further validate our findings we suggest further empirical studies.   
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5.2 Theoretical and practical implications of the study 

The present paper adds to the literature on collaborative R&D-projects through development 

of a framework for managing and evaluating collaborative R&D-projects is one of the 

contributions. The mix of these theoretical perspectives is a contribution to the literature on 

interfirm collaboration. Most of the literature on interfirm collaboration has had a TEC or a 

RBV perspective. By using CRM, SET and IC we can increase the understanding of how to 

manage and evaluate collaborative R&D-projects between suppliers and customers. In the 

SET literature studies that develop interfirm relations are asked for. (Kingshott, 2006). This 

paper has also contributed to the CRM literature by considering a fifth function, i.e. R&D 

when adjusting to customers needs (see Gebert, et al., 2003). Research on IC is divided into 

two fields; the management and creating of IC and increasing the understanding of 

measurements (Petty & Guthrie, 2000). The present study contributes through combining the 

present filed. 

 

The present paper is based on a pilot single case study and contains results that require further 

elaboration, still the findings have a number of implications for managers. The analysis has 

revealed that it is complex to manage and evaluate collaborative R&D-projects. In order to 

facilitate the management it is important to develop good relations among the persons in the 

collaborative project. Personal relations can then lead to trust and commitment which make it 

easier to manage the collaboration project. In the pilot case study there were a joint leadership 

and this was appreciated of the project members. The formal and informal control 

mechanisms set the ground for the collaboration project. An important implication for the 

evaluation of collaborative R&D-projects is that it is important to both evaluate the process 

and the outcome. That is a way of preserving the relationship to the customer both on short 

and long-term.     
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